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Al l  o f  us  v i l la ins
by Amanda Foody and
Christine Lynn Herman

The pr ison healer
by Lynette Noni

Every generation, seven families select a champion to
compete in a tournament to the death, but this year, a

salacious tell-all book draws reporters, tourists, and
government agents to Ilvernath to watch the bloody curse

unfold and some of the champions are determined to
thwart their destinies and rewrite their stories.

Kiva, a girl forced to heal prisoners of war, must
wager her life in a series of deadly elemental

trials, all to save the rebel force's queen.

Last  g i r ls
by Demetra Brodsky

Aftershocks

by Marisa Reichardt

On a secret compound in the Washington
wilderness, Honey Juniper and her sisters are

training to hunt, homestead, and protect their
own.

When a major earthquake hits California,
trapping 17-year-old Ruby with Charlie, a near-
stranger, in a laundromat, they struggle to stay
alive and hopeful with only memories and each

other's voices to sustain them.

Ashfal l  legacy
by Pittacus Lore

The grace year
by Kim Liggett

16-year-old half-alien Sydney Chambers leaves
Earth to seek his long-missing father, and

unearths a devastating, centuries-old secret
about humanity.

Tierney James, 16, struggles to endure the year
in which she and other young women are

banished to the wild until, purified, the
survivors are allowed to return home and

marry.
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The dead and
the dark

by Courtney Gould 

Dragonblood r ing
by Amparo Ortiz

When Logan, the adopted daughter of reality
television ghosthunters, teams up with Ashley

to search for missing teens in Snakebite,
Oregon, they find themselves falling for each

other as they uncover a hidden evil.

Playing in the Blazewrath World Cup with Team
Puerto Rico and the Sol de Noche dragons had
been Lana Torres's dream come true. To keep

their dragons safe, Team Puerto Rico has to
take down an underground cabal of evil magic

users who are fighting stolen dragons to the
death.

The other  Mer l in
by Robyn Schneider

Take me home
tonight

by Morgan Matson

Life at court is full of scandals, lies, and
backstabbing courtiers, so what’s a casually

bisexual teen wizard masquerading as a boy to
do? Other than fall for the handsome prince,
stir up trouble with the foppish Lord Gawain,

and offend the prissy Princess Guinevere.

Stevie and Kat, two high school seniors heavily
involved in theater, leave Connecticut for a

night of fun in New York City, but soon they find
themselves without their phones or each other.

Tides of  mutiny
by Rebecca Rode

L ies  l ike  wi ldf i re
by Jennifer Lynn

Alvarez

A 16-year-old girl hiding as a cabin boy must
fight for her place in a world that executes

female sailors, all while falling for a mysterious
stowaway who could destroy everything

After her and her friends accidentally spark an
enormous and deadly wildfire, 18-year-old

sheriff’s daughter and aspiring FBI agent
Hannah Warner finds herself going to extreme

lengths to protect their secret.

The lucky l is t
by Rachael Lippincott

Star  daughter
by Shveta Thakrar

Rising high school senior Emily felt lucky until
her mother's death, but now, with childhood

friend Blake, she sets out to accomplish every
exciting, scary, and intimidating task on her

mother's bucket list.

Sheetal Mistry, a rising high school junior who is
half-star, half-human, must win a competition in

the starry court to save her human father.

Jade F i re  Gold
by June CL Tan

Blazewrath games
by Amparo Ortiz

When Ahn, with no past and no family, meets
Altan, a lost heir, she sees him as a way to unlock

her past and understand her arcane magical
ability but the price may be too high to pay.

Set in an alternate contemporary world, this
fantasy novel features dragons and their riders

as they compete in an international sports
tournament.

The end
by Mats Strandberg

Breeder
by Honni Van Rijswijk

When will the world end? With Foxworth, a
massive comet, hurtling toward Earth, humanity

now knows the exact date. As the days tick
down, Simon and Lucinda only want to know
the truth about the final days of the girl they

both cared for deeply..

The Corporation runs everything inside the Wall. If
you’re not part of the Corp, you’re in debt to them and

there is no escape. Under the cover of night, Will
travels to the Gray Zone, where he meets Alex. Caught

up in a new friendship, they become careless as they
covertly travel into Zone B for a day of adventure.

Nothing goes as planned and Will's greatest fear is
realized. 
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